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“Twist, Sip, Relax” And Enjoy The Launch Of Dr. John’s Downtime Relaxation Website

Introducing Doctors Select relaxation beverage. Check out their new website to learn more about how to
relax more and sleep better when you want.

Sept. 29, 2010 - PRLog -- Tired? Stressed? Looking for a resolve? Dr. John of Doctors Select would like to
help and welcomes you to visit his new website to find the solution. Upon entering the site, you will be
introduced to Downtime Relaxation, a healthy relaxation dietary supplement drink. Dr. John’s progressive
product aids you in promoting and maintaining a healthier, longer life. Doctors Select is now offering the
Downtime Relaxation product for sale on their website (http://www.doctors-select.com).

What exactly is Downtime Relaxation? According to Doctors-select.com Downtime Relaxation is,
“formulated with a proprietary blend of natural ingredients to promote calmness, relaxation and well being
in today’s stressful environment. Ideally suited for ‘downtime’ relaxing at the end of the day or a nighttime
elixir to promote a calming relaxing sleep.” The relaxation drink is comprised of Vitamin D, Vitamin B and
ultra low amounts of sodium, all the while delivering total relaxation with no carbohydrates or sugar, much
quicker and healthier than any pill. 

All of the Downtime Relaxation product information can be easily located and accessed by current and
prospective consumers on the Doctor's Select website.  Site visitors can also take a look over some
testimonials from real customers and their personal experiences with Downtime Relaxation.Throughout the
site you will also find various health tips from Dr. John. Dr. John’s Blog provides further information about
his work and his “personal brew.”

Thirsty for more?  Doctors Select can be purchased quickly and easily off of their website.   Still have
questions? Hop onto the Contact Us page which was created for the customer’s convenience of inquiring
even further about Downtime Relaxation, as well as allowing you to give your own feedback once you get
the chance to “twist, sip and relax” for yourself.

So come all and “experience calmness and total relaxation.” For more information about Downtime
Relaxation, please visit http://www.doctors-select.com.
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